Pillars of Wisdom
January 14, 2019
This revelation came after a fast the week before, being awakened the night before to pray and
three days of terrible sleep.
I see pillars, translucent white with a pearly shimmer. Each one with a fire above it and each
one reflecting a different color. The colors moved like arches pouring its color into the pillar
next to it and across the ground one color faded into the others. I see us walking through them
and the colors, like electricity coming up through our feet.

As we walked through I felt Like the frequency of the seven spirits was grounding us.
January 14, 2019
Pillars Proverbs 8 and 9
7 layers going out. Feel them next to where I feel spirit gates
The seven pillars are contaminated. Blocks person. Tiredness. Malaise. Depression. Death
provers 9:11
Scoff. critical spirit.
These contaminated pillars filter perception so that you leave you are perceiving reality but it is
skewed.
I had a dream last night that there was an attempt to have a baby aborted. I was awakened at
my prayer time. I calculated nine months back and got April. The following word was given at a
healing well. I think the conception was then. April 7, 2018
Healing Well
This declaration is about to be made in the heavens, on earth and below. This is something that
the body of Christ has not prepared for but we have been asking about it for a very long time.
This is about the kingdom manifestation of our savior Jesus our messiah. My body has been
asking for my kingdom to come but has been unable and unwilling to be released into it. So
finally the final days are here. And if you do not allow Me to shift you into kingdom mode you
will not be able to survive this. It will be your choice to decide if you want to be a part of my
kingdom or not. My kingdom will come anyway. You have to make a choice. Are you with me
or against me. There will only be the narrow way left. No left, no right. Just the narrow way to
my kingdom. So my children are you with me or against me. In this very hour I am issuing a call
to make a decision. Either start here and I will take you to the ends of the earth. Every man

woman and child, every nation tribe and tongue in this final hour will have to make a choice so
be wise and choose wisely. And I challenge you to be released from any stupidity for in me and
in my kingdom, there is no room for stupidity. And even you will have to make a choice my son.
For there will be new revelation and information to come of which you have not known yet. So,
get up and prepare yourself to be prepared by me for the new revelation and information,
greater and a new heart is need in me. My information and revelation cannot just rest on you
but take root in the heart of you.
Now feeling healing. We are no the cutting edge of something.
Now feel a deliverance coming off of heart.
Michael the archangel
Sonia
His sword is up. The kingdom of God is advancing. Nothing shall stand in His way. No trees of
unrighteousness shall stay planted. Every one shall be uprooted. See deliverance in three
different dimensions and in the seven eyes. [deliverance coming off of seven eyes]. It is
happening globally.
…
Secret knowledge. Total reliance on human wisdom and knowledge
Sonia sees words on the pillars caused by the generational contamination. Holy Spirit says
With fear and trembling one will cross the earth. Access has not been given before holding
wisdom hand one can safely past. Pillars act like gates. Pillars access multiple gates at one
time. The pillars act as gates to other places on the earth. The pillars seem to unroll.
Translocation. Zechariah 4:10.
So her ancestors accessed these pillars to translocate to other places on the earth and those
there were contaminated.
2 Chronicles 16:9,, Zechariah 4:10
The pillars are in the wrong order
Christy stepped into first pillar and
It appears that there are seven generational lines in the seven pillars like each line has a
component of the total generational line. So each pillar organizes an aspect of the generational
line which is tied to the aspect of the seven different pillars. Each pillar Saw lots of evil going
on. different strongholds are swilling around. All the generational evil swirling around in dark
stuff. Slimy. Bones. Seeing something crying for help. Who wants help. Ancestors parts. Soul
parts. Look like ghost. Pieces of the soul that have empowered this. What is the significance of
being trapped in the pillars? Pillars to time periods or aspects of time. pillars tied to seven
notes on the musical scale and colors. Sonia saw a dry river bed which means that one of the
pillars was dry. After some prayer she saw the water flowing. Lord what does this all do to the

person. Unresolved issues and cannot come into unity. Scrambled. So the glory of the Lord
cannot be released. Tied to healing. Alchemy affects this. This affects elemental spirits. Does
each pillar have the four rivers (Genesis 2:10-14) – earth, wind fire and water? Does each pillar
have a piece of the other seven pillars (the seven ribar)
Christy sees seven rods (rebar) inside of each pillar.
It appears that so far one of the pillars has been cleaned out generationally. So in generational
prayer we did not understand that there were seven stream of generational lines tied to the
seven pillars. Isaiah 11:15
Pillar is the generational line that is holding them in there. It seemed to be beaming from the
earth. [spirit of wisdom]
Steeped into second one and it feels good. Why is this one good. Sees light. This one has been
cleaned out and all the evil was transferred to first pillar. [might]
Third pillar. Luke warm. Grey. Thoughts of doing bad things. On the fence [understanding,
wisdom, knowledge are jumbled here;
Fourth [understanding] fire unholy fire.
Five – sees water feels good.
Six – does not feel good. Wind.
Seven – feels bad. Sand like quicksand [earth like earth wind fire water]

Pillars of Wisdom Prayer
I renounce and repent for those in my family line who used the seven pillars to translocate to
different places on the earth.
Lord please correctly align the seven pillars so that they are in the correct order. Please return
all aspects of the seven pillars to the correct pillars so that each pillar correctly contains the
seven correct aspects.
Lord please clean out each generational line in each pillar. I bring to your remembrances all the
generational repentances that I have done and I now ask that you will appropriate that
repentance to each of the seven pillars so that the seven aspects of my generational line tied to
the seven pillars and the seven eyes are cleaned out.

Lord please remove all time distortions in each of the seven pillars.
Lord please disconnect each pillar from all ungodly thrones.
Lord please correctly allocate the four rivers to each pillar.
Lord please clean off all elemental spirits that are affected by the distortion of the seven pillars.
Lord please correctly align each pillar to the correct sound of the musical scale and to the
correct color according to your original creative design.
Lord please remove all ungodly whirlwinds in each pillar and establish the correct centripetal
force in each pillar.
Please correctly associate each pillar to every other pillar so that they are established in unity.
Holy Spirit in your function of Wisdom please correctly build your house in my life and retune
each pillar so that it reflects the correct sound.
Lord please align the seven pillars dimensionally so that each pillar connects correctly to the
correct number of righteous dimensions.
Lord let each pillar be filled with only your Glory and pureness of heart.
Lord please strengthen each of the seven rods in each pillar and realign them to the original
creative design. Establish each pillar correctly on the foundations set aside for each of them.
Lord only allow what you have meant for these pillars to hold and support and to only be what
they were intended for.
Lord please remove all walls that are prohibiting the correct alignment of the pillars.
Lord now correctly align the DNA and RNA and clean off all contamination on the glorious ones
and the fiery stones which have been affected by the contamination of the seven pillars
Please restore the right Godly authority in each pillar.
Lord off the seven eyes of the heart
I repent for all my ancestors who established ungodly sacred pillars on land areas especially
defined by blood sacrifices and sexual immorality.

Lord please correctly connect the seven pillars of wisdom to the seven spirits of God and the
seven eyes. Please clean out all contamination out of the seven spirits of the Lord, the seven
pillars, and the seven eyes.
I repent and renounce for all negative perception that has resulted in a mindset that made be
believe that I am not a legitimate child of God.
I repent for entering into a belief that I lack, I am in need, that I have unrealized wants and that
I must have what I expect.
Please clean out the contamination of the eyes of the heart and close all doors that need to be
closed and open all doors that need to be opened.
Lord please correctly position me so the perception of my heart is correct.
Lord please bring all righteous beings and entities into correct synergy so that the seven pillars,
the seven spirits of God, the glorious ones, the elemental spirits, the thrones, dominions, the
lines of inheritance, the fiery stones and the pathways all function in correct unity.
I declare Lord that I want the eyes of my heart to be enlightened that I may know that is the
hope of of His calling what are the riches of the glory of His inheritance in the saints and what is
the exceeding greatest of His power toward us who believe, according to the working of His
mighty power which worked in Christ when He raised Him form the dead and seated Him at the
His hand in the heavenly places.
Prayer to Replace Ungodly Alignment with Godly Alignment
Rods are in the heart tied to the seven eyes of the heart. Eph 1. Lord off the seven eyes of the
heart
January 25, 2018
Jana
about Devine nature, Pillars and portals. The highway of holiness will bring you to the right
view.
Mountain peak to mountain peak to see all things new. A cleansing for reversal to take hold of
things held back
I Am healing time to break the perception of lack. A sound to vibrate the immovable pillars. And
the roar of the lion to open portals for new discussions.
Judgements are exercised at the gates, but portals, (or doors) to make the way straight. Some
pillars were set up against what was true. and against what was first set up.
The love of the Father was the boundaries that were first set. They were made to keep all who
believed safe. it was the pillars erected by war that made the way blocked.

Paul” the lord showed me this at this time. “Greater than the ones you have worked with will
come to you. Greater still is the movement that has begun and more influence for these ones
who hold the righteous seeds. "
Pillars are masculine but 6 of the seven spirits are feminine.

From Sonia 2/2019
Hi Paul,
I began to discern yesterday evening a wind that blew and was blowing past me on my right
ear. I kept asking the Lord what it was. Then I felt discerned eternity above my head, I felt
something big opening above my head.

I then felt something. Strong through my torso. I was grocery shopping with my children when
I was discerning this. When driving home, I began to sing about holiness and wisdom. Short
little tunes. I could look I. The spirit and saws large generator several stories high that was

rusted and looked like it hadn’t moved for a very long time. I then saw that it was being started
and it was grinding to go. I saw Wisdom moving around and lubricating it. I saw the wheels turn
in a clockwise direction. Once it was going it burned red hot. I asked the Lord what I was

seeing and he said the pillar of power. I felt lots of anointing and fire across my shoulders,
down my arms and through my fingers. I also felt very strong through my mid body.
I’ve continued to discern this today as well.
I awoke and repented for time midway through the night, for elements, generational houses
and our position in Christ. I then had a phone call with Dawn Bray.
I don’t record everything from the beginning.
Here’s what I did capture. We were both seeing and discerning much.

I recorded after we were already within the 7 pillars and with the Lord. The Lion of Judah
showed up and was moving around the pillars.
See the Lion of Judah gazing straight at us.
Sonia: Daniel 11: 12-15

Hebrews 12:18-29 while reading saw a rumble coming from with the Lion of Judah

Dawn: sees a rumble coming sees a scroll coming in time, moving in time, end over end, Seeing
Father Time, clocks, overwhelming, see over the top the pillars which are white there is an
opening, Praying To sanctify time.

Nothing would come through or from that is not from your kingdom.
Sonia sees that land needed to be sanctified perhaps because it could come through but
cannot now.

Dawn sees Seven scrolls, discerns elders, Sonia confirms
Dawn: thinks of Revelation 11,
Sonia: been discerning the Kingdom has been taking the earth by force, displacing the
enemy’s kingdom,

Dawn: you have been asking me about...I am releasing to through the sands of time the
Kingdom, hear him saying pick up the scrolls, Sees the scrolls in the sand around our feet,
Dawn: My holiness is about to cover the earth. It is my holiness that is going to release the
healing for the land.

Dawn: His holiness is coming. We’ve been asking for glory “This is my work in you. There
will be no spot or blemish in you.”

Sonia: sees Melchizedek walk in through two pillars. “This is my work in you. There will be
no spot or blemish in you.”
Dawn: the enemy has nothing In you. Believes we can have that place to be as Jesus Dawn
hears I Am in you and you are in me and we are one.

Sonia: sees us in white garments, a white rod in my left hand, Melchizedek’s right hand is over
my left hand and he is standing facing me.

Dawn: feels the sand moving around her feet, scrolls,
Dawn: remembers Melchizedek as the King of Salem, the King of Peace,
Dawn: sees Sonia; beautiful absolutely beautiful, warrior bride Melchizedek Walk up to
Dawn and this is my beloved meaning Sonia Our right hands connect
The sand is alive, holy, full of life.
Dawn see the Lord is reflected in the sand of time.
Dawn: Zechariah looking

Sonia: I repented about earthly attitudes and beliefs about the sand of time. Heard the
Lord say your treasure is here. Picked up some grains of sand; looking at each grain of sand

Dawn : there is a restoration in this. In scripture Ezekiel 28 We are meant to be in the garden

back to the place before unrighteousness came, anything of the enemy is removed, Sonia;
saw the US, California and the passage applying to the west coast, not the east coast.

Lord we want to receive the fullness of the treasures of the sands of time. We want to know
your playfulness.

Safe and secure in this place of being with him.
Coming to him as a childlike faith, an ability to receive something in this place The scrolls
cannot be opened except in childlike faith.

Take it all the bitter, the sweet while you are here on stage time.
But who would believe what you will say, But soon I will reveal my kingdom on earth, my
holiness field.
One by the bush, two by the bush, three by the bush four. The land will be sanctified. Then
comes more.

The sand of time that have to do with the land as Arthur indicated.
Dawns see stones being laid in a path for us to follow, looks like fiery stones.
When Melchizedek walked off he threw something over his shoulder, the sand is being

dispersed over the stones on the path that are being laid down. We are leaving with him.
Ready.
Dawn sees wisdom walking with us.

See over the seven pillars closing as we go.
We had an opening where time had access to bring us the garden of eden, the scrolls, the
sand, the things were brought through time over the seven.

Sonia saw a glimpse of Father; the Ancient of Days, shortly after we began to play, Dawn;
see him as. A judge, can run up and sit in his lap. saw Jesus sitting between us reading the
scrolls. Bridegroom with his bride arising, with him receiving his reward.

Sonia; feels like movement with my body very quickly, feels fire all over her body.
Dawn; everywhere your feet step, as there is a deposit. Our feet were in the sands of time,
we absorbed and received something that is now to be deposited as we go. We were
absorbing treasures out of sands. In our bodies. To be deposited where we walk.
February 17, 2019
His spirit said they were CORE when I asked where they were.

He showed that they were at the body trunk region.

We also learned they are not the same as the 12 foundations under the seat of dominion (the seat of
dominion is where the 7 spirits rest) of the seven spirits, though they are related to the seven spirits.

The pillars vibrate. Each pillar has a different frequency.

Each pillar could make a sound if touched by a long like metallic stick or key. It would also make sounds
when wind passed around it!!

My guess is that we are musical instruments to resonate God in our lives.

Later that night I heard this scripture read out and thought this scripture is about those 7 pillars:

"Worthy is the Lamb, who was slain, to receive power and wealth and wisdom (3rd
pillar) and strength and honor and glory and praise!"

Rodrigo

